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Abstract

In this paper we present an equivalence between TIM, a machine developed to implement
non-strict functional programming languages, and the set of Categorical Multi-Combinators,
a rewriting system developed with similar aims. These two models of computation at first
appear to be quite different, but we show a direct equivalence between them, thereby adding
some new structure to the 'design-space' of abstract machines for non-strict languages.

Capsule Review

In recent years a large number of abstract machines have been proposed for compiling
functional languages. Although at first each machine appeared as an isolated 'island', it is
now becoming clear that the various different designs can be related to one another in a
larger design space.

In this paper the authors describe in detail the correspondence between two particular
abstract machines: the reduction machine for Categorical Multi-Combinators and the Three
Instruction Machine. The importance of their work is that it provides concrete evidence that
two (seemingly very different) abstract machines can indeed be related to one another within
a larger design space.

1 Introduction

A number of different abstract machines for the implementation of lazy functional
languages have been developed in the last few years. Many of these machines
were developed using different principles or even based on different theories of
functions and seem to be unrelated. In our opinion, it is important to examine the
similarities and differences between these machines, because this will provide a better
understanding of their features.

In this paper, we investigate the relationship between TIM and the system of Cat-
egorical Multi-Combinators. Although these two abstract machines initially appear
to be completely unrelated, we prove their equivalence.

The first section presents the small source language which we use for both
implementations. The next two sections describe Categorical Multi-Combinators and
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the TIM respectively. For further details on TIM, and indeed on other machines,
we refer readers to (Peyton Jones and Lester, 1992). The core of the paper is section
5, in which we present two functions # and 3T translating from TIM to CMC, and
vice versa. We show in section 5.2 and 5.4 that each of the translation functions
respects rewriting, in a sense which we explain, and in section 5.5 we show that ST
is a inverse of 'g', and vice-versa.

We make no attempt to address the issues of sharing and graph updates. In effect
our results apply only to tree-reduction versions of TIM and CMC. The choice
of the sharing mechanism gives rise to different flavours of TIM and CMC. The
original frame update mechanism in TIM finds its equivalent in CM-CM (Lins and
Thompson, 1990b; Thompson and Lins, 1992). On the other hand, Guy Argo's
version of TIM with graphs (G-TIM (Argo, 1989), bears some resemblance to
GMC (Musicante and Lins, 1991). TCMC (Lins and Lira, 1993), a categorical
multi-combinator machine that brings together C code (a result of the compilation
of strict functions and arithmetic expressions) and abstract machine code, has no
equivalent on the TIM side.

2 The source language

The source language is defined by the following grammar:

program ::= c\=rhs\

cn = rhsn

rhs ::= Xx\...xn.expr (n > 0)

expr ::= c Combinator
| x Variable
| expr\... exprn Application (n > 2)

A program is a set of combinator definitions, including a distinguished combinator
main whose value is the result of the program. Lambdas only appear at the top of
a combinator definition, i.e., the program has been lambda-lifted (Johnsson, 1987).
Any realistic language will include constants and built-in operations over them, but
we omit them for simplicity.

Both TIM and the Categorical Multi-Combinator machine execute a compiled
version of the program. Each combinator is compiled separately; we use the notation
cc to denote the compiled CMC code for combinator c, and c, to denote the compiled
TIM code.

3 Categorical Multi-Combinator Machine

This section briefly introduces the Categorical Multi-Combinator (CMC) compila-
tion and reduction schemes. For a much fuller presentation see Lins (1987) and Lins
and Thompson (1990a).t

t To make presentation easier we adopt a slightly different notation for Categorical Multi-
Combinators from that presented there. The multi-pair combinator is represented by a
tuple (xo,• ••,*„), we use the empty tuple () to denote identity, and angle brackets stand for
closures (a, b) (previously written o a b).
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3.1 Compilation

Categorical Multi-Combinator code is defined as follows:

CCode ::= L"{CCode) Abstraction (n > 0)
| CCodei ... CCoden Application (n > 2)
| c Combinator
| i Variable (i > 0)

In CMC code, variables are identified with their DeBruijn number, i, defined as the
number of lambdas between the occurrence of the variable and its binding lambda.

The compilation algorithm for translating programs into Categorical Multi-
Combinators is given by the functions ^ c and Sc, whose types are given by

38C '•'• rhs —» CCode

$c '•'• expr —* Env —> CCode

Env :: var —> int

The translation rules are:

(TA) 8&c\e\ = Sc\e\ []
(7.2) 38c\Xx\...Xxn.e\ = Ln~x(Sc\e\\x\ H-> n — l,...,xni—• 0])
(T.3) 8c\e\ ... e j n = (<?c|Iei]] n) ... (^c|[e«]] n)
(TA) g&cl n = c
(T.5) S&xl n = w(x)

Rule (T.I) deals with the case where the combinator right-hand side has n o lambdas,
while (T.2) handles combinators that do have lambdas. Rules (T.3) to (T.5) handle
the various forms of expression. For example, the combinator definition

S = Xa.kblc.ac(bc)

would be translated to

Sc = L2(2 0 (1 0))

3.2 Reduction

The reduction rules for CMCs are described by a state transition system. This requires
us to say what a state is, give rules which transform each state into its successor,
and say what the initial state is.

A CMC state consists of the application of a function closure to zero or more
argument closures:

CState ::= CClof CClox ... CClon (n > 0)

Each closure is a pair of a CCode (introduced above) with a frame which gives the
values of each of the free variables in the code:

CClo ::= (CCode,CFrame)
CFrame ::= (CClou.-,CClon) (n > 0)

In papers about categorical machines, states are usually called expressions, closures
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are usually called compositions, and frames are usually called multi-pairs. We use
different terminology to stress the correspondence with the TIM machine, something
that is made explicit later.

Using this notation, the kernel of the Categorical Multi-Combinator rewriting
laws, each of which maps a CState to the next CState, is:

(M.I) (n,(xm,•••;xuxo) wo...wk) => xnw0...wk

(M.2) (xoxix2...xn,y)"wo...wk => (xo,y)... (xn,y) w 0 . . . w k

(M.3) (L"{y),f) w0. •. Wk => (y, (w0, • • •, wn)> w n + ! . . . wk

(MA) (c,f) wo...wk => {cc,0) wo...wk

Rule (M.I) performs environment look-up, in which the value corresponding to
a variable is looked up in the corresponding frame. Rule (M.2) is responsible
for environment distribution. Rule (M.3) performs combinator application and
environment formation. Finally, Rule (M.4) says that an occurrence of a combinator
can be replaced by its code paired with an empty frame. (The frame is empty because
a combinator has no free variables.)

The initial state of the machine consists of the combinator main paired with an
empty frame:

(main, ())

4 TIM

Next, we briefly introduce TIM, the Three Instruction Machine (Fairbairn and Wray,
1987; Peyton Jones and Lester, 1992).

4.1 Compilation

TIM code is defined as follows:

TCode ::= Take int; TCode
| Push TAmode; TCode
\ E n t e r TAmode

TAmode ::= Code TCode
| Comb c
| Arg n

Notice that this code is not linear, because the Code addressing mode contains a
nested TCode, giving the code a tree structure. Real compilers, of course, flatten
the code by introducing arbitrary labels, but that merely complicates matters here
without adding anything.

The right-hand side of each combinator is translated into TIM code by the
compilation schemes 38,, using the auxiliary schemes <f,and s&:

:: rhs -
:: expr
:: expr

-> TCode
—*• Env —*

—* Env —>
TCode
TAmode
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The compilation schemes are as follows:

(c.i) @tM = $,MU
(C.2) @tUx\...Lxn.e] = T a k e n;c?,|[e]] [xi»-> l , . . . , x n i - » n ]
(C.3) Stlex ... e j p = Push ( ^ [ M p); . . .Push (^[e2] p);
(C.4) ^,([a]| p = Enter (s/M p)
(C.5) j/|[x]| p = Arg p(x)
(C.6) ^dc ] p = Comb c
(C.I) J2?M p = Code (tf,|[e] p)

As in the case of the CMC machine, the environment p maps combinator arguments
to the slot number they occupy in the frame. As an example, consider again the
combinator definition

S = la.Xblc.ac(bc)

It will compile to

S, = Take 3;
PushCode [PushArg 2; EnterArg 3 ] ;
PushArg 3;
EnterArg 1

4.2 Execution

Like the CMC machine, the execution of the TIM code is described by a state
transition semantics.

The state of the TIM is a four-tuple of the form

(TCode, addr, (TClo! : . . . : TClon), addr •-»• TFrame)

The first component is the code being executed, while the second is the address of
the frame which gives the values of its free variables. The third component is a stack
of argument closures (the top of the stack is on the left), and the fourth is the heap
which maps addresses to frames. A closure is a pair of a code and frame address,
while a frame is a tuple of closures:

TClo ::= (TCode,addr)

TFrame ::= (TClox,...,TClon)

The initial state of the machine is TState ::=

(EnterComb main, 0, [],[])

The state transition laws for TIM are

( s . l ) ( T a k e n ; I , f o , ( a i •••••• a n : A ) , F ) => ( / , / , A , F \ f ~ ( a i , . . . , « „ ) ] ) ,
where / $ dom(F)
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(s.2) (PushArg n;I,f,A,F\f~(...,an,...)]) =>
</,/,(«„ :A),F\f~(...,an,...)))

(s.3) (PushCode B;IJ,A,F) => (I,f,((B,f) : A),F)
(s.4) (PushComb c;I,f,A,F) => (/,/,((ct,0) : A), F)
(s.5) (EnterArg n,/, A,F[f ̂  (...,(/„,/„),...)]> =>

(/„,/„, A F[fi-»(...,<c, /„),.-•)])
(s.6) (EnterComb c,f,A,F) => (ct,Q,A,F)

Note that in law (s.l) we use the notation F[f >-> (a\,...,an)] to represent the
heap F updated with a new frame / , consisting of a\ to an. In all other rules
F[f t-> (ai,...,an)] means the heap F contains a particular frame / . The empty
tuple, 0. represents the empty frame.

5 CMC AND TIM

The close relationship between TIM (Fairbairn and Wray, 1987) and the original
set of Categorical Multi-Combinators (Lins, 1986; Lins 1987) has been known to
the first author for a long time, and has also been mentioned by others (Wraith and
Bosley, 1988). This equivalence was also outlined in Lins and Thompson (1990b).

Our aim in this section is to make clear the relationship between TIM (Fairbairn
and Wray, 1987) and the original set of Categorical Multi-Combinators (Lins, 1986;
Lins 1987). We present two functions ci, translating from TIM states to CMC states,
and 9~ going in the reverse direction. These functions are defined in terms of others
which establish correspondences between components of the states. Specifically,
CMC closures correspond to TIM closures, and similarly for frames; indeed, these
correspondences suggested our choice of terminology. The functions involved are:

T State

TClo

TCode

sr

X

0

a

IT

CState

CClo

CCode

We then show that the translations given commute with rewriting. First we show
that if a TIM state T\ rewrites in one step to state T2 then ^(Ti), the Categorical
Multi-Combinator equivalent rewrites in a sequence of zero or more steps to ^(Ti)
- (Property I). We then show that if a CMC expression M\ rewrites in one step to
M2 then 3~{M\), the TIM equivalent rewrites in a sequence of zero or more steps
to ^{Mi) (modulo an operational equivalence, discussed in section 5.4.2). This is
called (Property II).

T2

Property
—* <,

— * <i

I
€{TX)

1!*
€(J2)

Mi

M2

Property II
—- 9-(Mi)

n*
—» 9-[Mi)
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Finally, we show that 9~ is an inverse of <̂ , i.e., '<& then fP is the identity on TIM
states. The other inverse relationship also holds, so 'ST then #' is the identity on
CMC expressions.

5.7 Translating TIM into CMC

The translation from TIM states to Categorical Multi-Combinator expressions is
performed by the following functions:

(t.l) ««J,/,(xo:. . . :x7),F[fi-»(yo,.. .y„)])) =
(a/ ,(TFy0 , . . . ,xFyn)) rFx0...xFx2

(t.2) xF{cn,f) = (acn, {TFy0,..., xFym)),

where f <->• (y0,...,ym) in F

(t.3) a[Take n;I] =L"-1(a/)
(t.4) a[PushArg n;I] = a/ {n - 1)
(t.5) afPushCodeB;/] = a/ (<xB)
(t.6) a[PushComb c;I] = al c
(t.7) a[EnterArg «] = ( « - 1)
(t.8) a[EnterComb c] = c

a translates code sequences, and xF translates "Closures, relative to the heap of frames
F. For notational simplicity the subscript F in xF will be omitted in the sequel
if no misunderstanding can arise. Rule t.l translates a TIM state into a top-level
Categorical Multi-Combinator expression; it is used to translate the expression under
evaluation. We apply a to each entry in the TIM code to generate the corresponding
CMC code.

5.2 Proof of Property I

We show that if a state Tx rewrites to a state T2 then ^{T\), the Categorical Multi-
Combinator equivalent expression to T\, rewrites in a sequence of zero or more steps
to ^{Ti). The translation between TIM states and CMC expressions is performed
by the algorithm above. The following subsections prove the result clause by clause.

5.2.1 Multi [S-Reduction

Let us start analysing the most important state transition law of both machines, the
one which corresponds to /^-reduction in the A-Calculus. We can see that

([Taken;/],/„,(<*! :... : an : A),F) ™ {I,f,A,F\f~ (a,,...,an)]>,

where / selects an unused frame and

(Ln(y), (w 0 , . . . , w;))xoxi • • • xnxn+i • • • x2 => (y, (x 0 , . . . , xn))xn +i • • • x2

perform an equivalent transformation to the code. This can be shown formally as
follows:
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, ( x o : . • • ) , F { f ^ iyo,•••)])) = (a[Take n;/],^,...))

a s.i ii t.3

...),F[ri«-(xo,...,xB_,)])) (r-'Ca/),^,..-)) TX0..
|| t.l Ii M'3

(a/,(TXo,...,TXn_i)) TXn... (a/,(TXo,...,TXn_i)) TXn.

5.2.2 PushArg as environment look-up

The operation that allows a variable to fetch its value from its corresponding
environment is expressed in TIM and CMC as

([PushArg n;I]J,A,F[f~ (....a,,...)])

and
/ /• w CMC

{n, (xm,...,xi,x0)) => xn

Consider the behaviour of the rules

n;I],f,(x0 :...), = (a[PushArg

(I s.2 || t.4

(an : xo.. •), F y ^ (a,-, • • •)])) (a/ (« - 1), (TO,, • • •)) TX0 ...

|| t.\ \i M'.2

( a / , ( m h • • •)) xan T X 0 . . . (a / , ( ra j , • • • ) ) ( ( « - 1),(ta,-,• • -)>tx0.

UMM

(a/, (ra,-, • • •)) tan t x 0 . . .

5.2.3 PushCode as environment distribution

This operation is performed by the following laws in TIM and CMC, respectively:

([PushCode B;I],f,A,F) ™ (IJ,(BJ) : A,F)

and

(x0xix2...xn,j'> => (xo,y)(x\,y)...{xn-i,y){xn,y)

Right associated applications are translated into TIM code as PushCode. PushCode B
builds a closure of the current frame and the code B.
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Let us prove the operational equivalence between the laws above:

^(([PushCode B;I],f,(x0 : . . . ) , = (a[PushCode B;I],(rah- • •)) T X 0 . . .

s.3 || f.5

«!,,•••)> TX0.

|| £.1 1! M*.2

(a/,(ta,-, • • •)) r{B,f) zx0... (a/, (TO,-,• • •)>(<*£> (TO,-, •

\\t.2

(a/, (TO,-, • • -)){aB, (ra,-, • • -)>TX0 .. .

5.2.4 PushComb as script look-up

In TIM and CMC functions are lambda lifted during compilation so that each func-
tion corresponds to a closed A-expression or a combinator. Whenever a combinator
is applied it will generate its own evaluation environment, binding actual parameters
to formal parameters. In CMC, whenever a combinator name reaches the leftmost
outermost position in the code we enter the corresponding code:

(tPushCombc;/],/,AF> ^ (IJ,(c,Q) : A,F)

and

(c,f) wo...wk => (cc,0) wo. . .w k

Let us prove the operational equivalence between the rules above:

<<?(([PushComb c;/],/ ,(xo : . . . ) . = (<x[PushComb c;/],(ra,v

JJ s.4 || t.6

0) :xo,...),F\f~(a,,•••)]» <a/ c , ( ia l V • - ) ) tx o . . .

|| t.l (I M*.2

(a/, (ta,-, • • •)>T(C,, ())TX0 . . . (a/, (TO,-, • • •)) (c, (TO,-, • • -)>TX0 - . .

|| t.2 K M'A

(a/, (TO,-, • • •)) (ac,, ( ) )TX 0 . . . (a/, (ra,-, • • •)> (ac,, ( ) )TX 0 . . .

(Strictly speaking the use of M.4 in the last step of the right hand column will
only occur when (and if) the first argument of the state moves to the head position,
but since none of the rules M.I...M.4 are affected by the structure of non-head
sub-expressions, we can reason that the states are equivalent.)
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5.2.5 EnterArg as environment look-up

(\EnterAre n],f,A,F\f>-* (...</„,/„>...)]> => (/«,/», A F\f *-* (...(/„,/„>...)])

In this rule, EnterArg performs a similar transformation to the code as PushArg
above, i.e., an environment look-up. Let us see the state transition this rule performs
in CMC:

^(([EnterArg n],f, (x0 : . . . ) , = (a[EnterArg n], (• • • x(In,fn) • • -))xx0 • • •

F \ f - > ( • • • (In, f n ) • • • ) ] ) )

U s.5 II a

|| t.l ty M'A

(aln, (xy0, • • • ,xym))xxQ... T</ n , / n ) rx 0 . . .

| | t .2

(aln, (iyo, • • • ,xym

5.2.6 EnterComb as script look-up

The role of the EnterComb instruction is simply to read the code for a function
definition from the script, performing a lazy linking of the code, by the following
law:

([EnterComb c],f,A,F) => (ct,0,A,F)

This law is equivalent to the following state transformation in CMC:

^(([EnterComb c] , / , [xo,...], = (a[EnterComb c],(xam,• • •)) TX0.. .

li s.6 || t.8

), [xo,...], F[f ~ (am,...)])) (c, (xam, • • •)) t x 0 . . .

|| M || MA

(aict,()) T X 0 . . . (cc, ()> T X 0 . . .

II
(Cc, ( )) TX0 .. .

5.3 Translating CMC into TIM

The translation between Categorical Multi-Combinator expressions and TIM states
is performed by the following functions:

(r.l) 0-({e,(yo,...,ym)) **>... wk) = (aej,[0*0,-,0wk],F\f~ (8yo,...,9ym)])
(r.2) 0(x,(y0,...,ym)) = (ax,/),where f ^ (0yo,.. .,6ym)
(r.3) an = EnterArg (n + 1)
(r.4) ac = EnterComb c
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(r.5) ff(eoei •••em)= ^em;...;*¥ex;<re0

(r.6) oL"-l(x) = [Take n;<jx]
(r.7) *¥n = PushArg (n + l)if n is a variable
(r.8) 4V = PushComb cif c is a combinator
(r.9) T(eoei ...em) = PushCode [a{eQex...em]\

2T translates a Categorical Multi-Combinator state into a TIM state, 6 translates
closures, and a translates CMC code into TIM code. *F is an auxiliary function to
a, much as si is auxiliary to St in section 4.1.

F appears as an unbound variable in rule (r.l) - the meaning of this is 'the heap
built by the recursive invocation of 8 on the subexpressions to which it is applied'.
When (r.2) is applied a new frame in the heap is generated, and we can see that the
traversal of the Categorical Multi-Combinator expression gives rise to a collection
of frames (F) in the heap.

The corresponding TIM script is generated by applying a to each of the entries
of the CMC script, thus:

c, = acc

5.4 Proof of Property II

We show here that if a Categorical Multi-Combinator expression M\ rewrites to
expression Mi in one step, then the TIM state 3~(M\) rewrites in a sequence of
one or more steps to ^"(M2), modulo the proviso in Section 5.4.2. The translation
between CMC expressions and TIM states is performed by the algorithm above.

5.4.1 Environment look-up

(...,{y,{xj,---x,)),...))wo...wk) = (<Tn,f,[Bwo,...,6wk],

(| M'A || r.3

ST((y, (xj, • • - , x , ) ) w 0 . . . w k ) (EnterArg (n + 1),/, [0wo>...],

|| r.l IU5

(ay, f, [6w0,...,6wk], (ay, f, [8w0,...,0wk],

" (Oxj, • • •,6x,)) F[f^(..., (ay,f),...)

The translation rules give rise to different heaps on the left and right hand sides.
Note, however, that the only difference is the presence of an additional frame / on
the right hand side. As rewriting is not affected by the presence of this extra frame,
the two expressions above are equivalent.
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5.4.2 Environment distribution

...xH,{ym,...))m:.) = ((j(x0...xn),f,[Ow0

If M'.2 || r.5

(axo,f, [0(xu(ym,...)),...,

where we define F' = F[yt-* (6ym,...)].

There are three cases to be considered depending on the form of the expressions
x,. The appropriate case is used to transform the closures on the TIM stack (in the
left-hand column) and the P u s h instructions in the TIM instruction stream (in the
right-hand column), x, is a combinator c:

II r.l || r.%

( a x e / , [• • •, (oc, (ym,...)), 6w0,.. .],F') (PushComb c. . . axo,f, [6w0,...],F')

II U sA
(crxo,/, [ . . . . (EnterComb c,{ym,..)), (Txn_i . . .CTX0,/ , [(c,,0), 9w0,...],F')

0wo,...],F)

^ *(s.2,s.3,or s.4)

(ffxo,f,l~,(ct,0),ewo,...],F>)

Now, the TIM closure (EnterComb c,(ym,...)) behaves exacly like the closure
(ct, ()), so the two states are operationally equivalent.

xn is a variable a:

II r.6 || r.7

, / , [..., 0(a, Cyn,...)), (PushArg (a + 1).. . (Txo,/, [0WO) . . . ] , F')

iis.2

(>¥xn-1...axo,f,[Oya .

V*(s.2,s.3, or s.4)

(<rxo,f,[...,eya,Owo,...],Fl)

The final states here are equivalent, operationally, as in whichever situation the
closure 6(a,(ym,...)) is invoked, it will behave in exactly the same way as ya. It is in
this sense that the result is modulo an operational equivalence.
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xn is an application (eo<?i):

II r.6 || r.9

{axo,f, [..., (a{eoei),f), (PushCode [<x(eoei)]...ax0,/, [Gw0,...],F')

)} *(s.2, s.3, or sA)

(<TXo,f,l.-,(°(eoei)J),ewo,...],F'}

5.4.3 Multi ^-reduction

(I M'3 || r.6

$-{{y,{xQ,...,xn_x)) xn...x2) ([Take MJCTJ/],/', [0xo, . . . ,0xz] ,

| | r . l H s.l

, f, [8*n,•••,0xz], (ay, f, [6xn,...,6xz],

The heap in the right hand side has an additional frame / ' if compared with the
heap in the left hand side. As this does not affect rewriting we can say that the two
expressions above are equivalent.

5.5 <<g and ST

We show that the two translation functions <€ and F are related to each other, and
that 5" and # are inverse mappings.

5.5.1 Sro<# = Identity

Here we prove that ^(Wx) = x, when x is a TIM state by structural induction over
the structure of x.

[ x x ]

= (<7(aJ),/,[0(TXO),...,0(TXz)],

Assuming that <r(az) = z and 0(TX) = x

= (i,f, fro,---,xz],F[f>-> (yo,• • •,yn)])
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Now we prove that 9{xx) = x by induction over the structure of x:

6(r[(cn,f)]) 'd e((acn,(ryo,...,rym)))
r=2 <*(«„),/>

where/ •-• (6(ty0), • • •, 0(tym))

by induction 6(tl) = / and assuming a{a.z) = z,

°^ (C,f)
We need to prove that <r(az) = z

<r(a[Take n;I]) = o(Ln~x al)

= [Take n;a{al)]

by induction o(al) = / , so = [Take n;I]

t 4

<r(a[PushArg n;I]) = a(a/ n— 1)

=5 fP(B-l);ff(a/)]

= [PushArg n;cr(a/)]
by induction ff(a/) = /,so = [PushArg n;I]

a(a[PushCode [B];I]) = a(xl (aB))

=5 pF(aB);(j(a/)]

= [PushCode [(r(aB)];ff(a/)]

by induction a (a/) = / , = [PushCode [5];/]

ff(a[PushComb c;/]) = cr(a/;4)
r 5 [Tc:;a(a

= [PushComb c;a(a/)]

by induction a(a/) = /,so = [PushComb c;I]

(r(a[EnterArg «]) = a(n — 1)

= [EnterArg n]

cr(a[EnterComb c]) = ac'r

= [EnterComb c]

5.5.2 <€ o ST = Identity

We will show that ^"(^"x) = x, where x is a Categorical Multi-Combinator expres-
sion, also holds.
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(ee,f,[ewo,...,Owk],

F[f~{0yo,...,6ym)])

'd ((oc[oe],(T[eyo),...,z[0ym])}
• T[0WO]...T[0Wm]

If a[ae] = e and T[OX] = x, then = {(e,(y0,...,ym)) wo...wk

Now we prove that i[Qx] = x, where x is a Categorical Multi-Combinator expression
by induction over the structure of x:

T[6((x,(yo,...,ym))] = r[(cx,f)]

Now we prove that a(ax) = x, again by induction over the structure of x.

l(I)] = a[Take n;al]

a[an] = a[EnterArg (n + 1)]

= ( n + l ) - l

= n

)] = a[vPem;...;Tei;<re0]

if em is a variable n = a[PushArg (n + 1);...; *

= u[...;x¥e\;oeo]n
r.5,txo

ee ...em

The induction is in the last step, which also uses (r.5) backwards. The other two
cases are similar:

_ n

if em is an application (VVQWI) = a[PushCode [cr(wowi)];... ^eiiaeo]

a [ ; T e ; « 7

r.5,a<r

if em is a combinator c = a [PushComb c ; . . . ;

= a.[...;yVe\;aeo]c,
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6 Related work

There is a fair amount of related work which derives an abstract machine design (or
designs) from the semantic specification of a (usually functional) language (Wand,
1991; Kelsey and Hudak, 1989; Lester, 1989; Meijer, 1992). There seems to be much
less literature which directly relates to abstract machine designs arising from different
roots, such as that presented in this paper. Meijer explores several abstract machine
designs within a single formal framework (Meijer, 1989), while Hannan presents a
framework for reasoning about the 'concretisation' of an abstract machine (Hannan,
1991). Peyton Jones and Lester (1992, Chap. 4) give an informal transformation
which shows the relationship between the G-machine and TIM.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we have shown the equivalence between the operational semantics
of the TIM machine and rewriting of Categorical Multi-Combinator expressions:
every TIM state is equivalent to a Categorical Multi-Combinator expression and
vice versa; equivalent expressions are transformed into equivalent expressions by
rewriting. In effect, we can see TIM and CMC as notational re-packagings of each
other. The only real difference is that the CMC's environment-distribution rule (M.2)
does in one step what is done by a sequence of Push instructions in TIM.

A notable omission from our treatment is the issue of sharing and updates, which
we leave as an open, and quite difficult, problem.

We see the main interest of our result as an extra landmark in the 'design space'
of abstract machines.
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